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Abstract
The consistency anchor technique allows one to increase the consistency
provided by eventually consistent cloud storage services like Amazon S3.
This technique has been used in the SCFS (Shared Cloud File System) cloudbacked file system for solving read-write conflicts and to provide strong consistency guarantees (i.e., equivalent to an atomic register) despite the weak
consistency provided by the underlying cloud storage services. Here we present
a formalization of such technique and prove its correctness.
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Introduction

A key innovation of SCFS [1, 4] is the ability to provide strongly consistent storage over the eventually-consistent services offered by clouds [14]. Given the recent interest in strengthening eventual consistency in other areas, such as in georeplication [12], we formalize the general technique here, decoupled from the file
system design.
The technique is called consistency anchor, and considers two storage systems,
one with limited capacity for maintaining metadata and another to save the data
itself. We call the metadata store a consistency anchor (CA) and require it to enforce
some strong consistency guarantee S, while the storage service (SS) may only offer
eventual consistency. The objective is to provide a composite storage (CS) system
that satisfies S, even if the data is kept in SS. The idea is illustrated in Figure 1.
This technical memo is organized in the following way. Section 2 presents our
system model and underlying assumptions. Sections 3 and 4 describe the basic
algorithm and its correctness proofs, respectively. Finally, Section 5 provides some
extensions to address malicious writers and garbage collection.
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Figure 1: Composite service (CS) as a composition of a consistency anchor (CA) and a
storage service (SS).
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System Model and Assumptions

We assume an asynchronous system, with no time bounds on communication and
processing, in which a unbounded number of crash-prone processes communicate
through shared memory read/write registers.
For better matching the real world system, we group these registers in two storage services offering different guarantees:
• Consistency Anchor (CA): a strongly consistent data store with capacity to
maintain m data items. Each of these data items behave like an atomic register [2, 10].
• Storage Service (SS): a weakly consistent data store with capacity to maintain
an unbounded number of data items. Each of these data items satisfy only
eventual consistency [14].
Our aim here is to use these two services to build a third one, the Composite
Service (CS), that will provide the same consistency guarantee of the consistency
anchor. The interface of all these services1 is similar and contains only two opera1

In SCFS [4], the CA is implemented by a coordination service [5, 6, 9], which provides strong
consistency, while the SS is implemented by cloud storage services (e.g., S3), which normally satisfies only eventual consistency.
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tions:
• write(id, v): writes a value v in the data unit id (i.e., equivalent to executing
a write(v) on a register id);
• read(id): reads the value stored in the data unit id (i.e., equivalent to executing
a read() on a register id).
We assume these operations satisfy wait-freedom [7] in both services (i.e., they
never block). Moreover, the initial value of a data unit before its first write is assumed to be null .
Finally, we assume the existence of a collision-resistant hash function H.

2.1

Strong vs Weak Consistency

We can associate computational steps by calling and returning from these operations. An operation precedes another if it returns before the other operation is
called. Two operations are concurrent if neither of them precedes the other.
Using the notion of precedence and concurrency, we can precisely define what
we mean by strong and weak consistency in this paper.
Definition 1 (Strong Consistency) Let W be the last write executed for a data
unit that precedes at least one read R executed by any processes on this data unit.
A storage service is said to be strongly consistent if the value written in W will be
read in R.
Definition 2 (Weak Consistency) Let W be the last write executed for a data unit
that precedes an infinite number of non-concurrent reads R1 , R2 , ... executed by
different processes on this data unit. A storage service is said to be weakly consistent if ∃i ≥ 1 such that the value written in W is read in all Rj , j ≥ i.
These definitions are very weak and aim to capture only the intuitive notions
that in a strongly consistent data store a written value is immediately available to
be read after its write completes and in a weakly consistent data store the written
value will be eventually available for read. The semantics of safe, regular and
atomic registers [10], as well as linearizability [8], satisfy strong consistency while
models like eventual consistency [14] and eventual linearizability [13] satisfy weak
consistency.
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CS.write(id, v):

CS.read(id):

w1:

h ← H(v)

r1:

h ← CA.read(id)

w2:

SS.write(id|h, v)

r2:

if h = null return null

w3:

CA.write(id, h)

r3:

do

r4:

v ← SS.read(id|h)

r5:

while v = null

r6:

return v

Figure 2: Algorithm for increasing the consistency of the storage service (SS) using a
consistency anchor (CA).
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Algorithm

The basic idea of our construction CS is to first write the data in SS and then update
the CA with some information about the current version (e.g., a hash) of the data
item. In this way, when such version information is read, we know for sure that
the associated data is already written in SS. In this way, the read procedure consists
in reading the last written version information from the strongly consistent CA and
keep trying to read the associated data, which was written and thus will be available
eventually.
The algorithm for increasing the consistency guarantees is presented in Figure 2, and the insight is to anchor the consistency of the resulting storage service
on the consistency offered by the CA. For writing, the client starts by calculating
a collision-resistant hash of the data object (step w1), and then saves the data in
the SS together with its identifier id concatenated with the hash (step w2). Finally,
the data’s identifier and hash are stored in the CA (step w3). One should notice
that this mode of operation creates a new version of the data object in every write.
Therefore, a garbage collection mechanism is needed to reclaim the storage space
of no longer needed versions.
For reading, the client has to obtain the current hash of the data from CA (step
r1), and then needs to keep on fetching the data object from the SS until a copy is
available (steps r3-r5). The loop is necessary due to the weak consistency of the SS
– after a write completes, the new hash can be immediately acquired from the CA,
but the data is only eventually available in the SS.
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4 Correctness Proofs
In this section we first prove the main property of our consistency anchor scheme:
that the composite storage will provide strong consistency (Definition 1) as long as
the consistency anchor satisfies strong consistency. Later on, we prove that the specific case for SCFS, considering that the consistency anchor satisfies the semantics
of an atomic register.
In all proofs in this section we consider a single data item id for CS. This is not
a problem whatsoever since read and write operations affect a single data unit (i.e.,
the data units are completely separated objects).

4.1

General Proof

Theorem 1 (General Safety) If CA satisfies strong consistency and SS satisfies
weak consistency, then CS satisfies strong consistency.
Proof: According to the definition of strong consistency (Definition 1), we have
to show that a read operation R on CS returns the value written on the last write
operation W completed on CS. According to the algorithm of Figure 2, a CS.write
comprises a write on SS and on CA, i.e., W → W SS , W CA . On the other hand, a
CS.read comprises a read in CA and one or more reads in SS, i.e., R → RCA , RSS
1 ...
.
RSS
n
Let the value written in W for id be v. It means that W CA writes H(v) for id
and W SS writes v for id|H(v). Furthermore, let the CS.read R return v 0 6= null for
a data unit id, meaning that RSS returned v 0 for a (internal) data unit k s.t. the id k
was the value read in RCA for a data unit id.
Since (1) W precedes R, this implies that W CA precedes RCA and (2) CA
satisfies strong consistency, we have that the value read in RCA is k = H(v) (the
value written in W CA ). Consequently, RSS will try to read the value associated
with id and k = H(v), and the only written value for this data unit is v 0 = v.

Theorem 2 (General Liveness) If both CA and SS satisfies wait freedom, then CS
also satisfies wait freedom.
Proof: A CS.write operation is clearly wait-free since both SS.write and CA.write
are wait-free. A CS.read, on the other hand, requires that both CA.read and SS.read
operations to finish, and also that the condition on the while of r5 to be false. This
condition will be false only if SS.read(id|h) returns some written value.
By the algorithm of Figure 2, we have that if CA.read(id) returns h, then CA.
write(id,h) was invoked, which implies that W SS =SS.write(id|h,v) such that h =
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H(v) completed. Consequently, W SS precedes any SS.read(id|h) executed in the
while loop of steps r3-r5.
Given that no other write besides W SS for id|h is executed in SS, and that it
satisfies our definition of weak consistency (Definition 2), eventually one of the
reads for id|h will read v s.t. h = H(v), and CS.read will complete.


4.2

SCFS’ Consistency Anchor Proof

The SCFS implementation of the consistency anchor considers the use of DepSpace
[5] or Zookeeper [9] as a coordination service and implements the composite storage read and write operations. DepSpace – which is the system that fully satisfies the requirements of SCFS and that was used to evaluate it [4] – satisfies the
properties of an atomic register. Furthermore, the storage service used in SCFS
(DepSky [3] or Amazon S3) provides only eventual consistency, which satisfies our
definition of weakly consistent storage service. In this section we prove that in this
practical setting, the composite storage also satisfies the semantics of an atomic
register (Definition 3).
Definition 3 (Atomic register [2]) An atomic register providing read and write operations must satisfy the following two properties:
1. Every read operation returns either the value written by the most recent preceding write operation (the initial value if there is no such write) or a value
written by a write concurrent with this read operation;
2. If a read operation R1 reads a value from a write operation W1 , and a read
operation R2 reads a value from a write operation W2 , with R1 preceding
R2 , then W2 does not precede W1 .
We prove the two properties of Definition 3 for SCFS in two separate lemmata.
Lemma 1 (SCFS Atomicity 1) If all CA data unit satisfies the semantics of an
atomic register (Definition 3) and SS satisfies weak consistency, every CS.read operation returns either the value written by the most recent preceding CS.write operation (the initial value if there is no such write) or a value written by a CS.write
concurrent with this CS.read operation.
Proof: Let R be a read operation returning v, Wl be last write (of vl ) preceding R,
and Wc a possible write (of vc ) concurrent to R.
According to the algorithm of Figure 2, a CS.write comprises a write on SS
and on CA, i.e., Wl → WlSS , WlCA and Wc → WcSS , WcCA . On the other hand, a
6

CS.read comprises a read in CA and one or more reads in SS, i.e., R → RCA , RSS
1
...RSS
.
n
Theorem 1 already proves the case in which Wc does not exists. So it remains
to prove that if CS.read R returns v 6= vl 6= null , then there exists a concurrent
write Wc and v = vc .
If R returns v 6= null for a data unit id, meaning that RSS returned v for a
(internal) data unit id|H(v) s.t. this id was the value read in RCA for a data unit id.
Considering that CA satisfies Definition 3 and assuming vc 6= vl and that there are
no other concurrent writes besides Wc , RCA can only return H(v), with v 6= vl if
v = vc .

Lemma 2 (SCFS Atomicity 2) If all CA data unit satisfies the semantics of an
atomic register (Definition 3) and SS satisfies weak consistency, then if a CS.read
operation R1 reads a value from a CS.write operation W1 , and a CS.read operation
R2 reads a value from a CS.write operation W2 , with R1 preceding R2 , then W2
does not precede W1 .
Proof: Let v1 be the value written in W1 and read R1 and v2 be the value written in
W2 and read R2 .
Let’s assume for the sake of contradiction that R1 precedes R2 and W2 precedes
W1 . If R1 precedes R2 then RCA
(reading H(v1 )) precedes RCA
(reading H(v2 )).
1
2
CA
If W2 precedes W1 then W2 (writing H(v2 )) precedes W1CA (writing H(v1 )). This
violates the Property 2 of the atomic register (Definition 3), which is satisfied by
the CA, and consequently W2 can not precede W1 .

Lemmata 1 and 2 together prove that if CA satisfies the semantics of an atomic
register, then CS provides this same consistency guarantee.

5 Extensions
In this section we present two extensions to the protocol of Figure 2 for implementing garbage collection and tolerating Byzantine processes.

5.1

Garbage Collection

Our algorithm creates a new data unit in SS for each write in the composite storage,
requiring thus an amount of storage space proportional to the number of writes
executed in the system. In practice this creates the necessity for running a garbage
collection procedure to delete old versions of each data unit.
A simple protocol for implementing this procedure would be to list all objects
in SS and remove the ones that are not registered in the CA. A problem with this
7

CS.write(id, v):

CS.read(id):

w1:

h ← H(v)

r1:

ts|h ← CA.read(id)

w2:

ts ← T

r2:

if h = null return null

w3:

SS.write(id|ts|h, v)

r3:

t←T

w4:

CA.write(id, ts|h)

r4:

do

r5:

v ← SS.read(id|h)

r6:

while v = null and T − t < ∆

r7:

return (h = H(v))?v : null

Figure 3: Algorithm for increasing the consistency of the storage service (SS) using a
consistency anchor (CA) with Byzantine writers and considering the existence of a garbage
collection to clean old versions in SS.

procedure is that it might cause the deletion of a value being written, i.e., a value
that was written in the SS (w2) but still not in the CA (w3). This problem can be
solved assuming approximately synchronized clocks between processes and adding
the write timestamp ts on the name of the data unit being written in the CA (using
id|ts|h instead of id|h). This timestamp can be obtained by reading the local clock
T in the writer. Figure 3 presents the write and read algorithm with this modification.
In this way, when a list operation is executed for garbage collecting old versions,
it is possible to order the versions according to this timestamp and preserve the most
recent(s), deleting only the ones created long time ago.

5.2

Dealing with Byzantine Writers

The consistency anchor algorithm tolerates crash faults on writers and readers. In
case a writer crashes, the worst possible behavior is that the value will be written
to SS but the version information will not be updated in CA. The only bad consequence of this is the additional storage space used in SS, which will be proportional
to the number of faults (in the worst case).
However, the algorithm will not work if we consider the possibility of malicious
(Byzantine) writers. Such dishonest writers can break the protocol through the
execution of invalid writes that will brake the safety or liveness of reads. More
specifically, a malicious writer can affect the protocol in two ways. First, it can
8

execute CA.write(id, h) without executing SS.write(id|h, v). Second, it can execute
CA.write(id, h) and SS.write(id|h, v) with h 6= H(v). In the first case all reads for
id preceding this write will be stuck in the while loop forever, while in the second
the returned value will not be the one of the last complete write.2
To deal with these problems we need additional assumptions and some modifications on the protocol. First, we need to assume that a written value will be
returned by a read after at most ∆ time units. This bound can be obtained experimentally with a confidence as high as needed or be based on internal parameters
of SS configuration. Furthermore, we need to change the semantics of CS to return
null in a read when the last executed write was invalid.
The modified CS.read algorithm is presented in Figure 3. In this version, the
reader marks the instant it started reading SS (r3 - T represents the current local
time in the reader) and the while loop procedure exits either after reading a valid
read value or ∆ time units (r6), thus preventing missing writes to SS from blocking
the operation. Furthermore, the new algorithm considers that the value written in
SS might not match the hash written in CA. In this case, the read operation also
returns null (r7).
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